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ABSTRACT

Madagascar was once described as an island committing ecological suicide (King Phillip
II, 1984). But “suicide” presumes the Malagasy people have a choice, which is far from
the reality. Drawing on Amartya Sen’s Theory of Capability, this paper explores what
opportunities children need to have in order to be capable of “free and sustainable
agency”. Madagascar’s extraordinary poverty and environmental destruction limit their
options for future development. Education should prepare children for living in ways that
are valuable for their livelihood, but with a political crisis, lack of funding, and decades
of neglect, Madagascar’s schools have a long way to go to meet children’s basic
academic needs, let alone what they have reason to value. Children’s learning also
happens outside of the classroom, and I look at how exclusion from remaining
biodiversity limits their freedom to determine a more sustainable and healthy future.

Introduction

The future for Madagascar’s children and environments depend on the Malagasy people’s

capability to approach these integrated challenges. Given Madagascar’s extreme poverty,

now listed among the ten poorest countries (World Bank, 2010), the Malagasy people

often need to choose actions that compromise the capability of the environment to meet

their future needs, in order to meet their daily needs. As Gro Harlem Brundtland (1987)

of Norway articulated in the United Nations World Commission on the Environment and

Development’, concerns of the environment and development are ‘inseparable’:

The environment does not exist as a sphere separate from human actions,
ambitions, and needs, and attempts to defend it in isolation from human
concerns have given the very word “environment” a connotation of naivety in
some political circles. The word “development” has also been narrowed by
some into a very limited focus, along the lines of “what poor nations do to
become richer,” and thus again is automatically dismissed by many in the
international arena as being a concern of specialists, of those involved in
questions of “development assistance.” But the “environment” is where we
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live; and “development” is what we all do in attempting to improve or lot
within that abode. The two are inseparable.

(Brundtland, 1987, Brundtland Commission)

Despite the past few decades of international commitment to Madagascar’s conservation

and development, the Malagasy people still lack adequate opportunities to “meet the

needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their

own needs” (Brundtland, 1987). Madagascar is often known to the world as an ecological

wonderland under siege – Russell Mittermeier calls it, “the single greatest conservation

priority in the world” (Eckholm, 1987, np.). But the disappearance of Madagascar’s

forests puts more than just its lemurs’ at stake, but also, the future security of its twenty

million human inhabitants- significantly limiting their options for development with the

spread of barren landscapes, jeopardizing already grave conditions of food security and

access to water (Freudenberger, forward, 2010).

Amartya Sen (1999) defines poverty, not as a lack of economic output, but deprivation of

capabilities. He suggests that the role of development should be to increase opportunities

for people to develop certain functionalities to become free agents for the concerns they

have reason to value. His notion of development strongly contrasts the traditional views

of development that focus on ‘goods’ to a human centered model that focuses on choice.

This paper will draw on Sen’s theory to consider what opportunities will need to exist for

children to be capable of improving their lives without compromising their future.

There are a few reasons why I will focus particularly on children. Children are the most

vulnerable to the effects of environmental degradation because their bodies, minds and

potential capabilities are still developing (Bartlett, 2008, Chawla, 2002, UNICEF, 2008).

Decisions made on use of the environment for current development will impact the

options for development in their future. And while, greater opportunities may free adults

to make choices on how they use the environment, children’s freedoms can only be

unleashed with opportunities created by adults (Chawla, 2002). Since adult opportunities

are often based on the capabilities developed as children, education (both formal and
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informal) is the creative breeding ground for the options and capabilities that children

will have in the future. And since concern for children involves consideration for that

future, the success of development on the lives of children cannot be measured by

economic output alone, but must consider sustainability (Chawla, 2002).

Russell Mittermeier said: that “the international community can and should do as much

as humanly possible to help, but the final decision will rest in the hands of the Malagasy

people” (Tyson, 2000, pp.xvii). But since the final decision will most significantly impact

the lives of children, learning opportunities should exist for children to develop the

capabilities to become free agents for their environments; not only as adults, but also as

children, since these are concerns children have the most reason to value (Chawla, 2002,

Bartlett, 2008, UNICEF, 2010). Chawla suggested that, “an extensive review of research

into responsible environmental behavior found that the experience that correlates most

highly with environmental caretaking is practice in taking action” (Chawla, 2002, p.15).

Then, I will look at education- both informal and formal settings, as places where

children should have the opportunity to develop the capabilities that matter for their lives.

With Sen as the guide, this paper will review children’s opportunities in both formal and

informal education for the opportunities to develop: (1) a value for their environments

and (2) the capability to make a choice regarding the future of these environments.

Amartya Sen’s Theory of Capability

Originally an economist, Amartya Sen embraces a surprisingly transformative vision of

development. Sen defines poverty as the deprivation of human capabilities. This resists

traditional economic thinking that development is all about production and goods and

income and output or even characteristics. Sen says “development” is not what utilities

you have, but what you are able to do with it. This is related to having the ability to

function in ways that are valuable to your wellbeing and life. Functionings are the

vessels: access to farming land, a place to live, a healthy body, etc, while a person’s

capabilities are the different choices they can make with those opportunities.
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The process of development is to expand “the ‘capabilities’ of persons to lead the kind of

lives they value—and have reason to value” (Sen, 1997, p.18). This expansion is arrived

at through increased social opportunities. Thus, the measure of capability is not whether a

person has something (ie. college education), but the opportunities available (can she get

a job?). For example, Ghandi: looking at characteristics alone, he was hungry, but

looking at opportunity, he was able to express his individual freedoms. That is clearly

different from someone who is hungry because they do not have access to food.

Capabilities are rooted in the relationship between a person’s freedom and their ability to

lead the lives that are most valuable. However, Sen does not delineate a universal set of

capabilities, since what individuals have reason to value varies by cultural context. For

example, in New York City, having stylish clothes is an important part of getting a job

and being treated with respect, where in Boston, knowing how to get your car out of the

ice is an important functionality for your capabilities. Development is, thus, not measured

in numbers but in choice. And individuals being the reflection of success broadens the

notion of development to include rights (Sen, Choice, Welfare, Measurement, p. 30).

Amartya Sen describes increased freedoms as the both the road to and destination of

development. He says measuring the success of development in a society can be seen in

the “substantive freedoms”. Unfreedoms are the barriers that interfere with development,

so the process of development includes removing unfreedoms, so choices are accessible.

With greater freedoms, individuals move towards overall freedom and the “opportunity to

have valuable outcomes” (Sen, 1997, p. 18). Valuable outcomes are living in a way that

individuals consider and are valuable. He expands to say that with these freedoms

individuals can contribute (initiate and participate socially) in the process of development

(Sen, 1997).

These freedoms are the drivers of development; they allow people to help themselves and

the greater world. Freedoms bring this agency, which he clarifies as an individual’s

ability to actively navigate change within their own determination of values from their
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position within social, political or economic realms of a society (Sen 1999, p.19). With

free agency, development is no longer the provisional support to needy dependents, but

individuals concerned gaining greater opportunities to act upon their own freedoms:

With adequate social opportunities, individuals can effectively shape their
own destiny and help each other. They need not be seen primarily as
passive recipients of the benefits of cunning development programs. There
is indeed a strong rationale for free and sustainable agency…
(Sen, 1999, p.II)

Amartya Sen applies this notion of freedom to social justice. He says that with valuable

outcomes, arises a greater sense of accountability. These social realizations transform the

individual personally, and with that freedom comes a desire to expand freedoms for

others. Since these freedoms give individuals control over their lives, that personal power

bears with it a social responsibility towards justice. (Sen, 2009, p.19). This is commonly

illustrated in behavior management: that leadership opportunities encourage children’s

responsible behavior and ownership of a classroom structure.

I will consider some critiques of Sen’s theory. Then, I will draw from his theory within

the context of Madagascar’s children and environments, to see what insights his theory

can and cannot offer the challenges facing Madagascar’s education and development.

Critiques of Amartya Sen

Severine Deneulin opens her argument with a weighted question:

Is Sen’s capability approach to development sufficiently equipped to offer
theoretical guidelines for fulfilling its self-assigned task: removing the
substantial unfreedoms which leave so many people with little choice
about their lives, and liberating people from unjust structures that prevent
them from living a life of their choice? (Deneulin, 2006, p.27)
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Deneulin critiques Sen’s “theory for thought”, since as she argues, it’s not a “theory for

thought”, it’s an incomplete framework. If he wanted it to only provoke thought, he

would not have advocated for processes of: providing choices, increasing freedoms,

forming agency, and participating in democratic changes. She argues that he does value

certain approaches over others, yet he carefully avoids fully delineating the equitable

processes that bring about these freedoms.

However, I would argue that perhaps participation is an approach style, but it certainly

does not imply any given step-by-step process. In The Idea of Justice, Sen argues for

creating opportunities to negotiate different perspectives. He does not say that this should

be done in a meetinghouse, as a ceremonial gathering, an elders’ meeting with an oratory

style of indirect speech, or at a football match. This careful avoidance seems to reinforce

the idea instead that his theory is conscious of universal limits, useful and adaptable.

Deneulin (2006) also criticizes Sen for his vagueness in calling capabilities context

dependent, and therefore, indefinable. She claims that within a cultural context it is no

clearer how to limit essential capabilities. There is such a subjective nature to identifying

what individuals have reason to value. Also, in the case of Madagascar, there are so many

unfreedoms and capability-deprivations, and of course they all matter. However, some

unfreedoms affect many other capabilities- especially regarding the environment. And

because Sen avoids a universal outline, I will consider identifying ‘umbrella’ capabilities.

One particular point of Deneulin’s (2006) resonates strongly: in the context of

development, what one has reason to value will often differ from what one actually

values because of a history of unfreedoms. So, how would increased opportunities lead to

behaviors that individuals have reason to value without limiting their freedom of choice?

That is an important concern with respect to Madagascar. Would increased freedom lead

to more sustainable choices? Probably not alone, because the unfreedoms- oppression,

exploitation, lack of environmental awareness, etc, put Madagascar in the current position
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where desired agricultural practices are detrimental. However, I will argue that Sen’s idea

of freedom never suggests chaos, but is about social arrangements and includes rights like

education, which imply incremental freedoms through expanded opportunity (although,

Sen never explicitly mentions increments or how to provide opportunities). And without

reasoned values first, will opportunities unleash freedoms for responsible choices?

This also elicits a different challenge of employing this theory. If what individuals have

reason to value is understood, yet not desired by those individuals (as a result of their

oppressed state), would attempting to foster agency be manipulation, not an expression of

freedom? My experiences with children would lead me to believe that, in part, it is their

unfreedoms that inhibit the formation of reasonable values. And they incrementally adjust

to being given freedoms before they freely engage in altruistic behaviors. But, even so,

Sen’s theory never addresses readiness, and incremental freedoms and opportunities.

Miriam Teschl and Laurent Derobert (2008) raise a concern about Sen’s attention to the

shifting nature of values and its relationship with identity. Sen explains identity as it

relates to the social process—he discusses social and multiple identities, but as these

critiques explain, those affiliations with groups matter with respect to choice, but identity

matters too. The difference is that outward choices can illicit participation in the group.

However, identity is so much more than association. Identity is an inward reflective

process of who am I, and that reflection also impacts individual contributions within a

group (Teschl, 2008). Particularly, with free agency, arriving at those freedoms should be

out of reflection and awareness of individual capabilities, so the social process of

addressing solutions can be brought about in creative and thoughtful ways.

There seem to be two dimensions concerning the viability of Sen’s theory in context.

Once it is understood what people have reason to value and the ‘unfreedoms’ that inhibit

the formation of these values, it is critical to identify how ‘reasonable’ values are formed.

Given these values, opportunities need to exist that enable “free and sustainable agency”.

Without adequate attention to the initial formation of ‘reasonable’ values within ones

“beings and doings”, we cannot expect “free and sustainable agency”.
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Sen does not go into the role of education in social justice, but others have begun to apply

his theory to look at education as vector for expanding capabilities and informing choice:

First, at the heart of the notion of a capability is a conception that a person
is able to develop a reasoned understanding of valued beings and doings.
This in itself is a powerful argument for forms of education, through which
an individual can explore her own conception of what it is she has reason to
value. If an important normative goal is capability expansion, then
developing education is a part of expanding the capacity to make valued
choices in other spheres of life. (Unterhalter et al., 2007, p.3)

Some have begun to address children’s capabilities, not only for its purpose in expanding

adult opportunities, but with a view that children should develop capabilities too (Biggeri

et al., 2011). They suggest that Sen’s theory must be modified for children, by redefining

capability to also include potential and evolving capabilities which, unlike the adult

capabilities that Sen discusses, do not exist in isolated individual children, but only with

interdependence and reciprocity with their social environment (Biggeri et al., 2011).

They also introduce the premise that children are not less mature adults, but have their

own something to contribute as free agents (Biggeri et al., 2011). And as Roger Hart

(1997) explains, children can only employ free agency with opportunities given to them

by adult society. So, while Sen does not apply his theory to the role of education in the

social construction of opportunities for free and sustainable agency, I will.

Children and Environments in Madagascar

Children have the highest stake in the protection of their environment, as their future

options for development depend on it and their lives are most susceptible to decisions

made by others. Children can only contribute to the environment, or any other area of

development, if there basic needs are being met (Chawla, 2002, Bartlett, 2008). This

parallels Sen’s thinking that only with increased freedoms can opportunities exist to

become free agents. UNICEF’s paper on Climate and Children mimics the idea that:

“protecting the environment and providing for the health, education, and development of
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children are mutually inclusive goals. Almost any action to enhance environmental

quality also helps meet the basic needs of children” (UNICEF, 2008, p.1).

That is reflected in the realities that children’s healthy and stable living conditions

depend on circumstances of the environment—cyclones, landslides, disease (UNICEF,

2008, Wright 1999). It’s also rooted in the realities that children are drawn upon for their

labor when adults struggle with meeting agricultural needs. In Madagascar, increased

demands of rice paddy farming has led to the dramatic rise of children out of school who

are needed for their work in farming or childcare (Harper, 2002). Furthermore, the main

killers of children, including vectors for tropical diseases, malaria, parasites, and

diarrhoea are known to increase with small changes in rainforest composition (Chivian et

al. 2002). They are also all found in extremely high levels in Madagascar (Wright, 1990).

And greater forest loss also multiplies the impacts of storms, and for a country like

Madagascar, with annual cyclones, these impacts are often devastating.

Madagascar’s loss of otherworldly biodiversity has led to the expansion of their barren

landscapes. Madagascar’s soils are among the most infertile in the world, especially in

the eastern rainforest highlands (Vagen, 2005). These infertile soils do not hold up well

against Madagascar’s agricultural demands. A practice adopted from their Indonesian

descent, tavy (slash and burn of forests) is employed to cultivate their rice paddies

(Dolins et al.). Following tavy, soils only remain fertile for about three to four years. This

productive land culled through deforestation, soon joins Madagascar’s barren landscapes,

bringing with it severe erosion (Wright, 1990). The erosion of its claylike soils has earned

Madagascar the nickname, Le Grande Ile Rouge (the Great Red Island) for the images

captured by satellite of its eroded red soils’ bleeding into the ocean (Tyson, 2000).

Erosion of Madagascar’s forests has led to irreparable losses to the water sources from

sedimentation; only 23% of Malagasy people have access to clean water (Freudenberger,

2010). Erosion quickly trickles into the siltation of rice paddies and other farming plots,

threatening the nutrition and security of all local livelihoods. Siltation also affects local

populations by harming downstream fisheries, and leading to greater incidence of floods
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and droughts (Chivian et al. 2002). A rise in landslides, droughts and floods are already

visible results of forest loss Madagascar (Wright, 1990). As plots lose their productivity,

Malagasy farmers must move to new plots, and continue the irreversible destruction of

their land, deepening the loss of options for development (Freudenberger, 2010). And

with the population expected to double by 2025, these pressures will only continue to

increase unless something is done to change the current patterns.

If the rate of deforestation doesn’t slow, by 2025, Madagascar will have no forest (Vagen

2005), and as the proverb goes, without forest, there will be no water, and without water

there will be no rice. With the desertification of already barren landscapes, available land

is getting slimmer, while the population of Madagascar continues to rise exponentially

(WWF, 2010, Chivian et al., 2002). According to the United Nations Special Rapporteur

on the Right to Food, “Madagascar today has one of the highest levels of malnutrition in

the world,” with “all food security indicators are in the red.” One out of two children are

food insecure, with even higher rates in some areas (Schutter, 2011). Challenges to

meeting children’s nutritional needs will only continue to grow if left unaddressed.

The relationship between environmental quality and rural life is significant, with seventy-

eight percent of Malagasy life based in agriculture, and fifty percent of that land devoted

to rice cultivation (Randrianarisoa, 2003, p.11). Rural people are, in one sense, the

“managers of local resources, and their activities are critical to their own livelihoods and

survival” (UNICEF, 2008). However, the above statement fails to acknowledge the

external pressures and limits on local land use, including protected areas and illegal

resource extraction. These should be presented as a part of the context that can shape or

obstruct children’s freedoms. Especially since, the options for meeting those needs now

and in the future include the sustainable use of ecological assets for development and

improving life (UNICEF, 2008).

Children’s lives are vulnerable to shifts in food productivity, decreased access to water,

increased demands on children’s work, and geographic displacement. Madagascar ranks

high on all determinants for a crisis in “human security”, including levels of childhood
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health, malnutrition and lack of education. Access to basic education in Madagascar was

already extremely low in Madagascar with only sixty percent of children completing five

years of primary school from the Ministry’s 2008 estimates. Yet, after the coup d’etat led

by Andry Rajeolina in March 2009, there was a seventy percent drop in donor funds to

education. While “UNICEF assumed management of the $64 million Education For All -
Fast Track Initiative, previously the domain of government under supervision of the
World Bank “ there is still concern, with no plan to follow 2012. (IRIN, 2011, np.).

The circumstances and experiences of children today set the stage for
human security in the future. Research findings increasingly point to the
critical imprints that childhood health, nutrition and education leave on
long-term adult mental and physical health and ability to contribute to a
sustainable society. (UNICEF, 2008, p.4)

When given the opportunity, children have demonstrated the capability to contribute to

the environment in meaningful, and often, insightful ways (Chawla, 2002). Louise

Chawla explains that children’s interactions with their environments often direct attention

to important issues, otherwise overlooked (Chawla, 2002). Giving children opportunities

to have positive experiences in environments that affect their lives (and what they have

reason to value) and practice acting on concerns are considered to positively correlate

with caring environmental behaviors (Chawla, 2002). Roger Hart explains that skills for

participation (not tokenism or decoration, but a genuine capability to contribute) does not

arise at a given age—but are developed in increments over time (Hart, 1997). Thus,

effectively contributions for environmental sustainability as adults can be supported with

the development of these capabilities as children, and the practice contributing as agents.

Bartlett recommends addressing conditions of children and their environments today,

before these challenges continue to multiply. She claims that improving the conditions

for children also improves the quality of life for all, and that the benefits of addressing

children’s environmental wellbeing extend to determine their future wellbeing and

productivity (Bartlett, 2008). Ideally, if children’s future productivity becomes

sustainable, they can improve their environments throughout their lives, instead of

continuing to deepen the challenges that they already face.
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Schools as Vectors for Freedom?

Teachers in Madagascar’s education system are limited in their capacity by their own

opportunities and developed capabilities, to give children opportunities to develop “the

capacity to make valued choices in other spheres of life” (Underhalter et al., 2007, p.3).

In 2007, I interviewed teachers in the Malagasy eastern highlands who had an awareness

of environmental change and its impact on their students’ future, yet had no resources to

teach about it or much knowledge beyond their innate sense- for example, one teacher

asked how my rainforests were doing. How can schools support the development of

reasoned capabilities, when teachers do not have the opportunities to do so themselves?

The Ministry of Education data showed only 60% of students completing five years of

primary school in 2008 (IRIN, 2011). The literacy rate was only a bit higher at 63%

(Dolins et al., 2009). Several barriers may be interfering with children’s access to

education: geological barriers, especially in the forested mountainous regions, demands

on children’s work, and various climactic and health barriers, such as the extremely high

presence of tropical disease, parasites, and almost nonexistent sanitation (Wright, 1990).

According to the World Development Report (2010), Madagascar was the world’s tenth

poorest country. The loss to free primary schooling after the 2009 coup d’etat left more

children unable to attend (IRIN, 2011). UNICEF has taken responsibility for the

distribution of the World Bank Fast Track Initiative funds to meet Education for All;

although, these funds will only last through 2012 (IRIN, 2011). In 2010, this sole source

of funding was able to fund a select 10,000 schools from ten regions (IRIN, 2011). There

is no data available to track Madagascar’s out-of-school children, but observations

suggest these numbers are significant (IRIN, 2011).

The capabilities of teachers also affect children. Two-thirds of Madagascar’s teachers

have never been formally trained (IRIN, 2011), and many have not received a high school

education (conversation with Jolly, 2011). Didactic methods of teaching of repetition and
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rote memorization flood Malagasy schools with no reference to teaching as a means to

“improve children’s capacity to think critically and analytically for themselves” (Dolins

et al., 2009). Without freedom to approach learning in a meaningful way, even strong

content will not translate into an active capability to improve it.

That’s not to say the content is strong, or that the national curriculum prepares children to

lead lives they value and have reason to value in Madagascar. As part of aligning French

colonies with “equal opportunity for all”, the curriculum was made to reflect the French

system in the 1960s with French appearing as the official school language in year three.

Madagascar’s unique biodiversity is nowhere to be found in primary school curriculum.

Teachers and students alike are unaware that the ecology of Madagascar is special and

not found anywhere else, with more foreigners exposed to its value (Dolins et al., 2009).

Within a system characterized by changes in governments, goals, and
policies, Madagascar’s biodiversity was not included as part of the core
curriculum in public education [Ratsimbazafy, 2003]. There was,
however, a good deal of environmental education about soil, water, and
especially the evils of setting bushfires, though this was not directly
related to how this knowledge would benefit local lifestyles and
conservation, and actual land use. (Dolins et al., 2009, p.2)

Essentially, there is no reference that Madagascar’s biodiversity directly impacts their

local lives and global positioning. This places Madagascar in an extremely vulnerable

position to outside interests and knowledge. However, even when schools do a great job

at preparing children academically, that does not imply that they also “expand the

capacity to make valued choices in other spheres of life” (Underhalter et al., 2007, p.3).

This expands on Sen’s idea of capabilities that (1) values influence capabilities, and (2)

values are formed within opportunities, and (3) children do not freely choose what

capabilities they develop, since access and schooling determines the capabilities they

develop to live a life of value (Underhalter et al., 2007).

Geographic Barriers to Environmental Action
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According to Amartya Sen, “with adequate social opportunities, individuals can

effectively shape their own destiny and help each other.” Yet, despite the presence of

“cunning development efforts”, both the welfare of people and environments seem to

only be growing worse with time. But, if the Malagasy people do have reason to value

their environmental sustainability, why aren’t they its free and sustainable agents?

Well, an extensive literature review of conservation efforts in Madagascar, seemed to

only offer one instance where it was conceptualized that rather than direct development

to increasing economic “productivity” for conservation, it may work better to consider

opportunities and the human capabilities to participate in conservation as it serves

development. However, even that one example quickly proposed a lofty solution, only to

deny the possibility that it is achievable because of existent unfreedoms in an imperfect

reality. He ignores Sen’s argument to embrace the imperfect reality and make it better.

The challenges embedded in the traditional model of conservation, as separate from the

activities of development, can be understood in the functionalities of “protected areas”.

Some of their unfreedoms are rooted in the reality that conservationists…

frequently present nature as a static object, separate from human beings.
By extension, they present the ecological effects of human activities—as
part of culture—as unnatural…impositions of this putative nature/culture
dichotomy has had significant material and social impacts, either by
forcefully excluding people from their land (West et al. 2006, p.257)

The separation of “protected areas” from “local choices” led to the overexploitation of

human environments that are becoming increasingly unhealthy barren landscapes and

starkly contrast with these pristine embodiments of nature (Dolins et al., 2009). Now, this

is not to say that protected areas cannot serve development. From a conservation

standpoint, it is really important to have dense networks of biodiversity that are

somewhat intact, and these ecosystems services promote the health and sustainability of

communities too. However, Malagasy people are being denied access to opportunities of

place to develop free and sustainable agency (through identity (Teschl et al., 2008))

within environments that influence their lives.
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Children’s free interactions in their environments reflect a fluid engagement with the

boundaries of control and freedom that shape their everyday lives (James et al., 1998). A

child’s concept of “nature” challenges the idea of nature as pristine. Moreover, children

tend to view “nature” as deconstructed, with descriptions richly characterized by its

“potentiality”, as a place to explore, play, create and construct their own reality (Olwig,

1989) – open to creating opportunities within those bounds of reality. Edith Cobb

describes the experience of the child in nature as an exultation of continuity with growth

through a “power to know, to be… and to make” (Cobb, 1977, pp.23). This reflects

Teschl & Derobert’s (2008) notion of identity, as a reflective transformation of values.

The sense of empowerment and imaginative freedom that arises in natural settings allow

the child to freely explore their “beings and doings” and practice life skills. Children are

drawn to varied natural landscapes that offer numerous affordances for play, including:

open space, places to seek refuge, physical and climbable features, and loose parts to

manipulate (Olwig, 1989). Edith Cobb calls this interplay with their environments the

locus of imagination in childhood. She says it’s through these interactions that children

organize their notion of reality, and form an “imagined” reality of what could be:

Close observation of purpose in the microcosm of the child’s constructive
and creative play and play art reveals quite clearly that self-knowledge and
a sense of identity are achieved only by means of interplay between the
organism and its total environment and that all “knowing” emerges
progressively at each level of organization… Mind at its highest level of
organization of the body’s behavior displays a continuous search for the
satisfaction we call “consciousness”.  (Cobb, 1977, p. 56)

Edith Cobb gave a romantic notion that children arrive at increased self-awareness and

perceptions, understandings and valued relationship with their environments through

interaction. This idea is that environmental values and development of capabilities arise

out of free interactions within those environments, challenging the idea that capabilities

will develop from content alone. This is important for education for sustainable
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development- since the form of learning matters in developing complex and relational

capabilities to be agents for creatively approaching solutions (Dale & Newman, 2005).

There are, however, adequate examples on the correlation between caring environmental

behaviors and children’s free exploration of natural environments. A study based on the

interviews of 2,000 adults involved in careers related to the environment found a positive

correlation between environmental behaviors in nature, particularly experiences in “wild

nature” (Wells & Lekies, 2006). Louise Chawla expands that, “concern for the natural

world is shaped through social learning, and that it is shaped by opportunities for direct

contact with nature” (Chawla, 1988). A conservation education program in Madagascar

brought children inside a rainforest park with incredibly positive results. The Silky Sifaka

program engaged children in the plight of this lemur through playful approaches that

centered on the “emotional” and “experiential” components of environmental behaviors

(Patel et al., 2005).

Biodiversity offers children greater affordances to develop environmental values and

behaviors (Samborski, 2010). Sylvia Samborski conducted a study comparing children

who play in a barren school ground with those who have a richly biodiverse play setting,

and found that the children who were able to play in the biodiverse setting experienced

much richer and more complex imaginative play, reflection, engagement, and quality of

learning (Sambroski, 2010). Thus, if valuable capabilities for Malagasy children’s lives

include the protection of biodiversity, experiences in biodiversity are also important.

Dale & Newman (2005) suggest fostering sustainable development literacy encompass

the complexity of human and ecologically changing systems. For children to be active

participants in creating solutions, learning should be dynamic, fluidly explore a variety of

perspectives in adaptable, flexible and interdisciplinary ways (Dale & Newman, 2005).

Chawla found that children identify with direct issues like habitat loss and social justice,

which reinforces the idea that environmental learning is through engagement (Chawla,

1999). Thus, opportunities to involve children in sustainable development must include
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access to opportunities and places that inform these values, so children develop the

capabilities to create their livelihoods based on reasoned values.

Conclusion

During the 1984 international convention for Resource Conservation in the Service of

Development, King Philip II of Spain described Madagascar as “committing ecological

suicide”. Yet, suicide presumes that the freedoms exist for Madagascar to make a choice,

which is far from reality. And 28 years later, with much foreign assistance, Madagascar is

still without a choice. Because of Sen’s theory of capability, we can look beyond specific

outputs of development to see overarching unfreedoms that limit Madagascar’s capability

to achieve a more sustainable future. However, what Sen does not address is that

education alone is not an opportunity unless it prepares children to lead the lives that they

have reason to value- as learning opportunities are limited by what is made accessible to

children. Only with access to the concerns children have reason to value, and practice

acting on these concerns, can children become agents for a healthy and sustainable future.

This paper drew on the theory of capability to look at Madagascar’s most vulnerable:

children and environments. Sen’s resistance to outlining a universal set of capabilities

makes it possible to adapt his theory across disciplines. By moving beyond the broadness

of Sen’s theory, I was able to incorporate voices that expand on how these values are

formed, the fundamental role of education in producing capabilities, in order to identify

the unfreedoms of accessibility that inhibit the formation of these values and capabilities

in Madagascar. Children are limited by opportunities that are made available to them by

adults. Capabilities come in increments of readiness with freedom – and until these

capabilities exist in Madagascar, the pressures on development and conservation will

continue to rise. My next paper will investigate Ranomafana National Park in

Madagascar to identify the potential unfreedoms that currently interfere with fostering

local agency for effectively integrating conservation and development.
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